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Abstract

We propose a general framework for designing machine learning models that deal
with constructing complex structures in the output space. The goal is to provide an
abstraction layer to easily represent and design constructive learning models. The
learning approach is based on generalized linear training techniques, and exploits
techniques from combinatorial optimization to deal with the complexity of the
underlying inference required in this type of models. This approach also allows to
consider global structural characteristics and constraints over the output elements
in an efficient training and prediction setting. The use case focuses on building
spatial meaning representations from text to instantiate a virtual world.

1 Introduction

Designing learning models for real world problems that construct complex output structures con-
taining various elements, for instance, entities, relationships and their attributes is very challenging.
Punyakanok et al. [10] describe three fundamentally different and high level solutions for structured
output prediction: Learning only (LO): Local classifiers are trained and used to predict each out-
put component separately. Learning plus inference (L+I): Training is performed locally as in the
LO models, but the global constraints/correlations among components are imposed during predic-
tion [3]. Inference based training (IBT): Inference is used during training so that the constraints
and dependencies among the variables are incorporated into the training process.

However for training, there is a spectrum of various model compositions between two extreme sides
of only local training as in LO and L+I schemes versus a full global training in the IBT scheme [11].
The structural dependencies that are considered in the learning models are not always according
to the dependencies represented in the data model in the relational domains [9]. This can be due
to the resulting computational complexities or because the relational models do not represent the
dependencies between the features of the entities. Therefore having an expressive representation of
the learning model in addition to the data model is always useful and eases designing, assessing,
decomposing and improving the learning models.

In this paper, we provide a simple abstraction for designing global structured learning models (i.e.
IBT) for domains that construct models based on entities, relationships and their attributes. Par-
ticularly, we focus on natural language meaning representations obtained by semantic parsing of
text. The meaning representations regard the objects or persons and their spatial relationships in a
described scene. We provide a generic approach for representing input and output spaces in a re-
lational domain. We integrate our framework in the non-probabilistic structured output prediction
models. We explain the way we build the objective functions for the inference during training and
during prediction according to the relational input/output data and the knowledge about the struc-
tural characteristics of the output in a framework which we name Link-And-Label (LAL) model. In
the LAL model we do collective classification of entities and their relationships in a structured learn-
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ing framework compared to ad hoc collective approaches. In this way the theoretical guarantees for
the generalization bounds are hold although we exploit approximate inference [4]. Our application
target is to instantiate or create a virtual reality based on the information that is found in a text.

2 Structured output learning

We work in a supervised structured learning setting which is briefly described here. In the supervised
setting one learns a mapping h : X → Y between the input space X and discrete output space Y
given a set of examples, E = {(x(i), y(i)) ∈ X × Y : i = 1 . . . N}. In the structured learning,
given the complex inputs and outputs, we learn a g : X × Y → R over input-output pairs. Then
for prediction, we need an inference over g to find the best y for a given x. Thus h is, h(x;W ) =
arg maxy∈Y g(x, y;W ). The function g is assumed to be linear over a combination of input and
output features f(x, y) i.e. g(x, y;W ) = 〈W, f(x, y)〉 [16]. A popular discriminative training
method is to minimize the below convex upper bound of the loss function over the training data:

l(W ) =

N∑
i=1

max
y∈Y

(g(xi, y;W )− g(xi, yi;W ) + ∆(yi, y)), (1)

the inner maximization is called loss-augmented inference and finds the most violated output per
training example. This is a crucial inference problem to be solved during training of such models.

3 Link-And-Label model

The Link-And-Label name is inspired by the conceptualization process that a human does when
extracting pieces of information from arbitrary inputs, and trying to connect them to some concepts
which might be of interest in the output. We usually group objects or link them to each other and la-
bel the groups with more abstract concepts. For example in text understanding, the various segments
of the text are linked to each other and are labeled as an instance, or an indicator of a specific object
(such as a trajector or a landmark when considering spatial meaning). These labels are the new
properties of the higher level concepts. Again by linking a number of labeled objects (for example,
in the case of a composed-of relationship) we build more complex concepts and tag them with new
labels indicating the type of the relationships or their attributes (e.g. indicating a spatial relation
which itself can be an overlapping relationship or disconnected relationship). Concepts can have
relationships of different types, which are usually defined in a domain ontology. The relationships
between concepts describe the relationships between the instances of them. This property stimulates
to design and represent a learning model that exploits a first order representation in terms of input
component types and output label types. In such a setting we can easily restrict the type of input
component to a certain type of output label and use this representation in the learning objective,
which is explained more in detail below. To explain the Link-And-Label model, first we describe
the terminology that we use based on the input and output distinction. Then we describe the form of
the objective function of the training and the prediction for constructive learning in this framework.

3.1 Input and output spaces

Each input x is a set of components {x1..xK}. Each component has a type. Each xk ∈ x is described
by a vector of features relevant for its type. The feature vector is denoted by φp where p is an index
that refers to a specific type. For instance, in semantic labeling of text an input type can be a word
(atomic component) or a pair of words (composed component), and each type is described by its own
features (e.g. a single word by its part-of-speech, the pair by the distance of the two words). The
features that describe a property of an atomic component are called local and the ones that describe
the relation between more than one atomic component are called relational features.
The output space y is represented by a set of labels l = {l1, .., lP }. The labels are defined based
on the elements in the output and can have semantic relationships to each other. To be able to
represent complex output concepts in general for any arbitrary task, we distinguish between two
types of labels, the single labels and linked labels that refer to an independent concept and to a
configuration of a number of related single labels respectively. Linked labels can represent different
types of semantic relationships between single labels. They can express composed-of, is-a and other
semantics. For convenience, to show which labels are connected by a linked label, we represent
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the linked labels by a label string. This is a concatenation of the labels that are linked together
and construct a bigger semantic part of the whole output. For example a spatial relation can be
denoted by sp.tr.lm meaning that it is composed of the three single labels, sp (spatial indicator),
tr (trajector) and lm (landmark). A label string only shows the links between the labels and the
semantics of the links should be clarified and given to the learning model later. The semantics can
be defined by means of some basic rules or any complex grammar.

3.2 Connecting input and output spaces

Labels are binary indicators that receive an input component and indicate whether it has that certain
label. This is similar to generating a joint feature function for the case of multi-class classifica-
tion [16] which we generalize for the relational case and for arbitrary output structures. The binary
indicator function for each linked label is defined according to its semantics. For example, a spa-
tial relation label is defined in a way to convey the composed-of semantics based on the labels of
its components. We use both notations of lp(xk) or shorter lpk to indicate the membership of the
component xk in the set of components with label lp. To formally specify the connections between
input components and output labels we use the notion of template as in relational graphical mod-
els [12, 14, 2]. The learning model is specified with a set of templates C = {C1, .., CP }. Each
template Cp ∈ C is specified by three main characteristics,
(1) A subset of joint features. This is referred to as local joint feature function and defined over a
number of input type(s) and output label(s) associated to the template Cp. It is denoted by fp(xk, lp),
where xk is an input component, and lp is a single label/linked label.
(2) Candidate generator. It generates candidate components upon which the specified subset of joint
features is applicable, the set of candidates for each template is denoted as Clp .
(3) A block of weights Wp. This is a block of the main weight vector W of the model which is
associated to that template and its local joint feature function.
LAL objective function. The main objective discriminant function g = 〈W, f(x, y)〉, is a lin-
ear function in terms of the combined feature representation associated to each candidate input
component and an output label according to the template specifications. Given the design of the
model using the templates the structure of the objective becomes transparent. The objective is
written in terms of the instantiations of the templates and their related blocks of weights Wp in
W = [W1,W2, ..,WP ],

g(x, y;W ) =
∑
lp∈l

∑
xk∈Clp

〈Wp, fp(xk, lp)〉 =
∑
lp∈l

∑
xk∈Clp

〈Wp, φp(xk)〉lpk =
∑
lp∈l

〈Wp,
∑

xk∈Clp

(φp(xk)lpk)〉

(2)
where the local joint feature vector fp(xk, lp), is an instantiation of the template Clp for candidate
xk. This feature vector is computed by scalar multiplication of the input feature vector of xk (i.e.
φp(xk)), and the output label lpk. This output label is the indicator function of label lp for component
xk. Each indicator function of a template linked label is applied on the relevant input component
and its value is one when the intended semantics behind it holds for that component. For example, if
a template is intended to do a logical and over the constituent labels, it means the indicator function
of the linked label is one if all included single label indicators are one when applied on the input
parts. Given this objective function, we can view the inference task as a combinatorial constrained
optimization given the polynomial g which is represented in terms of labels, subject to the constraints
that describe the relationships between the labels. For example, the is-a relationships can be defined
as the following constraint, (l(xc) = 1) ⇒ (l′(xc) = 1), where l and l′ are two distinct labels that
are applicable on the components with the same type of xc. This problem can be solved using linear
programming relaxations and in many cases just by using off-the-shelf solvers.

In general for designing such models, the highly correlated labels should ideally be linked to each
other and be considered in one template. However, considering the global correlations in one tem-
plate can become very complex. Hence, these global correlations are modeled via adding con-
straints [3]. The constraints can hold between the instantiations of one template which implies
the relations between the components of one type also referred to as autocorrelations as defined
in a relational dependency networks [9]. The constraints are exploited during training in the loss-
augmented inference and are imposed on the output structure during prediction. We treat the ob-
jective as a linear function in which the association between labels in addition to their global rela-
tionships are modeled via linear constraints. For inference over an input example, we build a new
instance of the objective function and propositionalize the first order constraints.
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3.3 Component based loss function

We define the loss function (∆) that is decomposable in the same way as the joint feature function.
This is to avoid increasing the complexity of the loss-augmented inference compared to the predic-
tion time inference [13]. We define a component-based loss for each template label lp by measuring
the Hamming loss between the vector of predicted labels for all candidates (denoted by Λlp ) and the
ground truth assignments (denoted by Λ′

lp
) and normalize by the number of candidates,

∆lp(Λ,Λ′) =
1

|Clp |

|Clp |∑
k=1

∆H(lpk, l
′
pk) where ∆H(lpk, l

′
pk) = lpk + l′pk − 2lpkl

′
pk. (3)

In this way we perform collective classification of input components and jointly minimize the loss
for all label assignments. The labels can be weighted based on their importance in the output:

∆(y, y′) =

P∑
p=1

ωlp∆lp(Λlp ,Λ
′
lp), (4)

ωlp is the weight of each label lp and P is the number of templates. This linear loss in terms of the
labels, provides a similar objective for training and prediction (in terms of variables and constraints).

4 Communicative inference

Solving the objective function in Equation 2 augmented by the loss function in Equation 4, during
training can become highly inefficient for many relational data domains. This is because lineariz-
ing the linked labels in the objective function and the propositionaliztion of the constraints often
produces a large number of output labels and constraints per training example. To deal with this
problem we propose an additional layer of decomposition as a meta frame for applying off-the-shelf
LP solvers. We propose an approach for decomposing the prediction and training time inference,
which we name communicative inference. The basic idea is that given a decomposition by an expert,
the inference subproblems are solved independently but they communicate to each other by pass-
ing messages, that is, passing solutions. To implement this idea we use a kind of block coordinate
decent (BCD) [15] also referred to as alternating optimization (AO) [1]. In these methods, given a
general objective function H of multivariate y, to find the MAP (Maximum a Posteriori) of H we
can divide the variables into a number of blocks assuming that each block has a local maximizer.
This approach can be used during training as well as prediction. This meta frame is to decompose a
complex objective function at the problem layer according to the semantics of the problem as in our
application instead of at the solution layer where the solvers try to provide efficient solutions.

5 Experimental results
The proposed model is evaluated on the spatial role labeling data offered during SemEval 2012 [5],
containing 12013 sentences which considers recognizing spatial objects (i.e. trajectors, landmarks
and spatial-indicators) and their spatial relations (triplets) [8]. We have extended this with qual-
itative spatial attributes here that describe the type of the spatial relationships in terms of formal
spatial representation models including the directional (left, right...), regional (externally connected,
disconnected, ...) and distal [7, 6]. These attributes construct a lightweight ontology where nodes in
the ontology have composed-of or is-a relationships to each other. There are some other properties
such as mutual exclusivity between the semantic labels, etc.We implement a number of models us-
ing structured support vector machines (SSVM) and averaged structured perceptrons (AvgSP). The
experimental results show that using global structural characteristics of the spatial language and the
spatial ontology in the form of constraints during training and prediction improves the results com-
pared to training local classifiers (using 10-fold cross validation). First, this improvement was from
F1=0.49 by local binary classifiers to F1=0.52 for spatial triplets when we did global inference dur-
ing prediction for spatial roles and relations. The results improved to F1=0.579 when we did global
inference during training (by SSVM). The results were better when using AvgSP. The global training
and prediction by AvgSP provided F1=602. Second, we trained a global model for prediction of the
multiple attributes of the spatial relations and added a layer to the spatial role and relation extraction.
Pipelining the two global models provided a micro averaged F1=0.526 for the predicted attributes of
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spatial relations. We could train a global model encompassing all roles, relations and their attributes
using our proposed communicative inference during training and prediction. These results improved
to F1=0.605 for relations and micro averaged F1=0.529 for attributes when we used communicative
inference only during prediction for the two global models (considering hierarchical relationships
and mutual exclusivity constraints imposed on the predicted labels). When the communicative in-
ference used during training the results of the spatial relation extraction layer improved to F1=0.617
but there was a drop in the prediction of the attributes to micro averaged F1=0.50 (by AvgSP).

6 Conclusions

The proposed link-and-label model for constructive learning can be viewed as a general framework
for collective classification in the frame of structured output prediction in relational data domains.
Particularly, we consider natural language meaning representations in terms of concepts (entities),
their links (relationships) and the attributes. The proposed model is based on generalized linear
models and benefits from established theoretical guarantees of structured output prediction. We use
the notion of templates as in relational graphical models to represent the dependencies among input
and output components of the learning. The component based loss which we use is decomposable as
the feature function and makes our model sufficiently general in learning with any arbitrary structure
and exploiting ontological constraints. Combinatorial optimization and decomposition techniques
make the inference during training and prediction tractable. The application contributes to the task
of constructing spatial meaning representations from text to instantiate a virtual world.
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